**UPCOMING EVENTS**

**SAVE ELECTRICITY WITH NARROW THE GAP**

For Every Action YOU Take, A Donation is Made to Narrow the Gap!

From July 6th to July 12th, NOVALAND will contribute VND 200,000 for every photo shared that demonstrates an effort to REDUCE ELECTRICITY.

Here's how it works:

- Take a photo of something you did this week to save electricity (need ideas? [click here](#) to learn how you can reduce electricity);
- Post your photo on Facebook or Instagram (use the "Public" setting) with 2 hashtags: #Novaland, #100GreenDays;
- Share with friends and invite them to do the same.

100% of the funds contributed will be invested into three projects, selected by the local community, which protect or improve our urban environment.

[Read more](#)

**VIETNAMCAUSES.ORG HAS THE RESPONSIVE VERSION**

Website [VietNamCauses.org](#) has just finished the responsive version (mobile version) and upgraded the search function.

This allows users to search information about non-profit, non-government organizations and volunteer clubs/groups throughout Vietnam.

If you are interested in non-profit sector and want to find a non-profit organization to support, you can visit the website and search the organization by place or cause that interests you.

**UPCOMING EVENTS:**

22/7: NPO Morning Coffee

25/7: The Orientation Workshop for CPI participants

31/7: NPO Advisory Day

**NEW FANPAGE**

From July 1st, to expand the scope of information-sharing, our fanpage BlueBees will move to [Tinh Nguyen Chuyen Mon](#) Fanpage.

This new Fanpage will regularly update the opportunities, experiences, essential skills for skilled volunteer community in Vietnam.

**CPI 2015 IS SEEKING HR PROFESSIONALS**

From now to 15th July, LIN is seeking corporate/volunteer team participate in CPI 2015 to building the human resource management capacity of local NPOs.

- You are a company that wants to implement Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs?
- You have experience in HR and want to contribute more to society?
- You are the one that [CPI 2015](#) is looking for!

Contact (Ms) Thanh Phuc: volunteer@linvn.org to join the movement today!
# REPORT ON PAST

## NARROW THE GAP AND GREEN DAY DIARY

From June 20 to July 13, Narrow the Gap Community Fund coordinates with GFOC and Green Ribbon to organize environmental classes called “Green Day Diary” at 4 Centers for children protection and sponsoring: Khanh Hoi Orphanage Center, Smile Group – Friends of Hung, Thao Dan Social Protection Center and Anh Sang Shelter District 10.

[Read more](#)

## EFFECTIVE SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT TALKSHOW

On 18 June, the “Effective Social Media Management” talkshow was taken place at LIN Center. The objective of this talkshow is sharing the experiences about manage social media for non-profit.

The talkshow was coordinated by Vietnet ICT and LIN Center for Community Development, sponsored by Techsoup Asia.

[Read more](#)

## SEO-VIETNAM LEARN ABOUT NON - PROFIT WITH LIN OI, WHERE ARE WE GOING?

In June 2015, LIN organized two LIN oi, Where are we going? events for 32 interns of SEO-Vietnam who visited 26 non-profit organizations (NPOs) in Ho Chi Minh City and Ha Noi.

32 interns of SEO-Vietnam are excellent students of local and oversea universities. They have good experience working in: organizational management, marketing and sales strategy development, finance management, community projects’ effectiveness measurement, and building relationship with companies.

After the event, the interns of SEO-Vietnam chose 7 NPOs to support community project in this summer.

LIN, where are we going? is a combination of team building activity and orientation to strategic community support. Companies and individuals interested in the program can register to participate via email [community@linvn.org](mailto:community@linvn.org).

[Read more](#)

## PROPOSAL WRITING SUPPORT

After the Logical Framework Training, LIN encouraged participants of the training to send their submissions to the Logical Framework Contest which took place from June 9th to June 17th. After one evaluation week, there are totally 14 Logical Frameworks chosen to be supported to develop into complete project proposals.

7 skilled volunteers will provide remote support for 14 projects from June 27th to July 27th via email and one on one meeting. The complete proposals will be submitted to the NTG Fund for the Environment on July 28th.

![Pie chart shows the theme of 14 LogFrames](#)

## LEADERSHIP CIRCLE 15 TRAINING

On 27th and 28th June, 15 young leaders of "Leadership Circle 2015" involved in 2 training days of How to understand and take care of yourself.

The objective of the program is enhance creativity in leadership yourself and organization.

[Read more](#)
### THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS IN MAY AND JUNE

**LIST OF DONORS**

1. Ms. Lam Quynh Anh
2. Mr. Pham Truong Son
3. LIN Center
4. Ms. Le Thanh Truc
5. Mr. Phat Nguyen
6. Ms. Le Thi Thanh Phuc
7. Ms. Le Thi Thanh Dung
8. Nguyen Thu Ha
9. Kenneth Liffiton
10. Van Ninh Students Club
11. Public Affairs Section (US. Consulate General)
12. CHUM Project
13. COFICO
14. LIN team
15. VISA Inc.
16. Vietnet-ICT

**LIST OF VOLUNTEERS**

1. Ms. Le Thanh Phuc
2. Mr. Matthieu Ghins
3. Ms. Thanh (Crown Worldwide)
4. Mr. Edwards Tran
5. Ms Phuong Vu
6. Mr. Nguyen Tran Anh Tuan
7. Ms. Nguyen Thi Thanh
8. Mr. Trung Tran
9. Phan Hoang Mai
10. Nguyen Viet Nga
11. Chiem Thuy Trang
12. Le Duy Anh
13. Jessica Schmit
14. Nguyen Tran Phuong Uyen
15. Nguyen Ngoc Tu Tran
16. Pham Kieu Tram
17. Nguyen Vu An
18. Huynh Thi Thu Trang
19. Dinh Tran Thao My
20. Nguyen Thao Linh
21. Nguyen Xuan Hoang
22. Dang Thi Thanh Van
23. Le Minh Tam
24. Nguyen Thuy Lam Uyen
25. Le Trung Quan
26. Tran Thi Yen Phuong
27. Vu Thi Ha
28. Nguyen Thi Van Anh
29. Do Hong Lien
30. Nguyen Truong Nhat Quang
31. Ho Quang Minh
32. Jean Gabriel
33. Thai Nhat Ha
34. Phan Bao Khuyen
35. Tran Le Anh Nga
36. Nguyen Duy Toai
37. Nguyen Tran Minh Nguyen
38. Nguyen Tran Anh Tuan

---
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